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Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews March 2014

Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.

Photo opportunity of the Month

  We are always seeking further striking,
unusual, topical, or just interesting bee related
images  to feature each month, so if you have

any……

Please send them to the editors today!

Only appropriate with solid
floors !!

A beekeeper in Northern Greece takes
a simple approach to feeding his bees
- tip the hives back and pour syrup
through the entrance. The method
should certainly either encourage the
bees to keep the solid hive floor clean
... or absolutely prevent them from
doing so. It's got to be one sweet and
sticky stew of wax cappings and dead
bees !!

Date Event / Description Venue / Contact

Mar, Sat 1st Bee Trade Exhibition  (9:00 - 16:30)
30+ traders, DEFRA Lecture, Restaurant, Tickets £4-£5

Stoneleigh
www.beetradex.co.uk

Mar, Wed 5th Winter Meeting - Bee Farmers (19:30 - 21:30)
a talk by Margaret Ginman.     Plus  ‘Back to the Apiary’

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Mar, Sat 15th Pre-Season Henfold Preparations (10:00 - 13:00)
Henfold Apiary

Andrew Buchanan

Mar, Wed 19th Training: Pre-Season Meeting (19:00 - 21:00)
Westhumble, Dorking

Andrew Cornwall

Apr, Wed 2nd First 2014 Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00) Henfold Apiary

Apr, 4th - 6th BBKA Spring Convention (Friday- Sunday)
Book lectures and accomodation On-Line

Harper Adams Uni.
Newport, Shropshire

Apr, 7th Meridian BKA Open Lecture (19:15 - 20:15)
Talk by Dr Jay Evans on Beenomics

Bishops Waltham
nina.jetten@btinternet.com

Apr, Wed’s
9, 16, 23, 30. Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

May, Sat 3rd Reigate BeeKeepers Auction (11:00 - 14:00)
Submit surplus equipment and bid for needed equipment.

Mickleham Apiary
Andy Robinson

May, Sat 3rd Reigate Spring Bee Health Clinic (11:00 - 15:00)
Submit samples of bees Adult Be Disease assessment.

Mickleham Village Hall
Bob Maurer

More dates? The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates Click Here

Dates for your Diary

http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
edition of , so click on Members Website for lots more

information and, all the latest news and activity updates.

There is certainly an air of preparedness about as we find ourselves in Spring, without so much
as a decent frost, never mind a flake of snow, during the winter-that-never-was.

Preparedness is one of the themes of this month and amongst the topical posts on the
website, which provide advice-a-plenty on immediate husbandry measures.
Meanwhile, without doubt, our bees will already be in advanced stages of preparing for
expansion. Bur are you ready for that explosion of numbers ? Your bees may be prepared to
swarm early, so do ensure that your own preparations to manage the consequences are on an
equal footing.

If all your colonies come through the Winter, have you sufficient spare equipment prepared to
perform an artificial swarm, or swarm management, manipulations ?

If you will be hoping to pick up a swarm, whether one collected by our own team, or chasing
after one emitting from your own hives, check up on how to prepare by reading the section in
the website’s Knowledge Base on Swarm Collection.

Our practical training programme will be commencing at Henfold Copse in April. In preparation
for that, a Pre-Season Meeting is being held on March 19th  in Westhumble to explain and discuss
how Hive Group Tutoring will be organised and supported, and importantly to recruit more
Tutors. There will also be an opportunity for Improvers, those member seeking to advance
beyond the Basic training, to discuss what it is they would like to study this year. Do go along
to this meeting to participate in what is a crucial aspect of Reigate Beekeepers’ purpose.

And in order that we can all derive maximum benefit from the facilities at Henfold Copse. Some
preparatory housekeeping and garden maintenance also need to undertaken. Willing assistance
will be warmly welcomed on March 15th for Preparing Henfold Copse.

Richard & Graham

Bee Prepared

http://rbkbblog.com
http://rbkbblog.com/category/swarm-collection/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/02/20/training-pre-season-meeting-19th-march/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/02/10/getting-henfold-ready-for-summer-15th-march/
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Visiting Henfold Copse by Andrew Buchanan

  Apiary News

The 2014 Summer Season will shortly be upon
us and Henfold Copse is looking forward to
welcoming as many members and visitors as
possible to take advantage of Reigate
Beekeeper’s Teaching Apiary.

Car Parking
During the 2013 Season, the number of people
attending our regular Wednesday evening
Teaching Sessions averaged 57. This results in
a lot of cars to be parked!
So, if you are coming by car, please take up as
little space as possible by parking as close to
another car as you reasonably can.
On some occasions, it will not be possible to
park on the grass, whether in the Copse or
alongside the entrance track across the
paddock.

Please look out for ‘NO PARKING
ON GRASS’ notices especially
early in the Spring or after very
heavy rain (it happens).

Parking space on the ‘hard standing’ within the
copse is limited and available on a ‘first come
first served’ basis.
When our own useable parking areas are full,
Reigate Beekeepers have been kindly given
permission by our neighbouring farmer to use
the hard standing in the entrance to his farm;
strictly on an Overflow Use Only basis. This area
is the first entrance north of, and on the same
side as the entrance to our Copse.
The entrance to the farm itself must not be
blocked by our cars.

Bad Weather Closures
To avoid fruitless visits to Henfold when it is
very unlikely that any beekeeping activity will
be possible, due to inclement weather for
example, members should consult the
Member’s Website beforehand.
If regrettably it is necessary to cancel a
scheduled meeting, a notice
will be prominently posted on
the front page of our website
earlier during the same day.
Look out for this image (right).
No notice or image on the

website will mean
‘business as usual’.

Getting Henfold Ready
If you have already volunteered to join in the
Tidy Up and Planting Day on Saturday 15th

March, thank you very much for your
enthusiasm and support and I look forward to
seeing you then.
More volunteers will be welcome. (click here)

Otherwise, I hope to see you at our first
Wednesday session on 2nd April
– Weather permitting !!

Andrew.

Lots more information on the Members Website

Please remember with the new format of
 and its integration with the Members

Website we now only feature key event
articles in .

However, lots more information about
Reigate Beekeepers activities, plus the
events of other organisations, including

training courses and exam information, and
event reports are posted on the website.

The website information also includes a
comprehensive calendar of ‘diary dates’.

Click the links for more events information

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

http://rbkbblog.com/category/henfold-copse/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/future-events/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/courses-exams/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/event-reports/
http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/future-events/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
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 New Beekeeping Experiences
Getting Started as a Beekeeper
Having bought your initial equipment - clothing,
hive tool, smoker, hive, new frames and
foundation - the next question you face is
where do I get my bees ?

There are two principal options:-

● Obtain a swarm. But this may not be the best
option for a new beekeeper unless you have
an experienced mentor to advise you.

● A better option is probably to purchase a
nucleus hive, commonly known as a ‘nuc’.

Buying a Nuc

Think of a nuc as a small starter hive with a
laying queen and a small number of bees, which
can grow into a strong hive in the Summer. It
normally contains two to four frames of bees,
some of which contain capped brood.

Although they may be expensive (circa £190)
there are advantages to nucs that make this
cost worthwhile. You will be getting a queen
that is established and laying - (you should see
both her eggs and young larvae). You will also
receive frames covered with bees, including a
couple of frames of capped brood from which
new bees are emerging. The queen, which
should be a new young queen, will have already
been accepted by the bees in the nuc, so there
is virtually no danger of rejection.

(Rejection can sometimes occurs with new ‘bee
packages’ where you have to introduce a caged
queen.)

A nuc is easy to install in your own hive, and
additionally the bees do not go through the
stress of travelling in a package for long
distances.

Always buy a nuc from a reputable source that
is recommended by Reigate Beekeepers.

Where to Locate your Hive ?

There are several factors to consider when
choosing a good location for your hive/s.

● In or Out Apiaries - discuss the pros and cons
of a home apiary or a location away from your
home with an experienced beekeeper.

● Neighbours - discuss with your neighbours
before setting up your apiary. Some
neighbours will welcome bees near the
gardens, especially when you tell them of the
advantages, others may be initially very
concerned.

● Flight Paths - always site hives where the
flight path will not interfere with your
neighbours’ (or your) enjoyment of the
countryside or their gardens. The use of
hedges or other barriers close to the hive
entrance can encourage the bees to fly higher
when leaving and returning to the hive.

● Sunlight - facing the hive entrance south-east
is desirable. East because you want your bees
to receive early morning sunlight to wake
them up and tell them it’s time to get to work,
and South so that the hive receives the
maximum amount of daylight in the Winter.
Do ensure there is some summer shading for
hot days, dappled sunlight is best.

● Water - one of the most important things to
consider and it is important to plan for this
because your bees will always find a
convenient source of water and this source
might not always be where you want them
to go. If the source of water is your
neighbour’s pool or bird bath, it will be very
difficult (if not impossible) to get them to go
anywhere else after they’ve started using it.
Consider setting up a small pond or suitable
water feeder (see  Nov’12 edition for
a simple DIY feeder). Remember to provide
a small landing area for your bees, because
bees can’t swim and they may drown trying
to get a drink.

● Food - this means flowers, and lots of them!
Bees gather pollen (protein) and nectar
(carbohydrates) from flowers in order to
survive and feed their young. Flowers and
plants conveniently supply all of a bee’s food
and other requirements such as propolis. The
good thing is, you don’t have to worry about
providing all the flowers your bees will visit.
Planting a large flower garden near your hives
is certainly helpful but typically, bees will
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forage within 3 km of their hive. Some may
even travel 8-9 km to find food !

● Room to expand - when you start your apiary,
you don’t need too much space at all. One or
two hives can fit in the small area. However
it is a good idea to plan ahead and perhaps
leave room for one or two more. You never
know when you might need to split a colony
or capture a swarm.

● Easy access - your hives should be easy for
you to access and on level ground. You will
likely be doing regular inspections, so you’ll
want your hives to be in a location that
doesn’t require a long hike. You’ll be even
more grateful of a short travel distance when
you have to deal with full boxes of honey
weighing about 90 lbs each ! Make sure there
is plenty of room to work around each hive
without disturbing others.

● Wind and moisture - windy areas are not
great for beekeeping; especially those that
bring a lot of cold winter wind into the hive.
Plan your hives so that they are protected
from wind. A row of shrubs, trees, a fence or
wall will provide a sufficient windbreak.
Similarly, bees cannot survive in really wet
areas. Make sure that you don’t put your
hives under downspouts or in areas that may
be prone to flooding.

● Protection and security - there are many
different animals that may be interested in
your hives and could cause damage. Some
animals are just looking for a warm and dry
spot to nest, but others are on the search for
food. The scope of damage these animals can
do also varies quite a bit. There is one animal
that can destroy your apiary and is not
deterred by electric fences or raised hives:
humans. Theft and vandalism are bigger
problems in some areas than others. Place
your hives in a location that is not publicly
accessible or visible. That way, you won’t be
advertising to ‘curious minds’.

● Other apiaries - preferably do not locate your
apiary next to another apiary, because there
is a limit to the amount of forage available to
the bees, and adjacent locations can
encourage the spread of diseases.

When to Expand your Hive

As the season progresses you will need to add
further boxes to your hive. The first box is
called a brood box, and when the bees have

drawn out seven of the frames in this box add
an additional box. Many beekeepers
recommend that this is a further deep box to
give you what is called a double brood box. If
there is still a nectar flow and the bees have
drawn out seven frames in the second box, you
can add a honey super.

Will there be Honey ?

If you're lucky (and this partly depends on how
late into the Summer your nectar flow goes),
you might make honey the first year with your
new hive. To assist the bees in drawing out
comb you can feed them as long as they will
take sugar syrup while they are drawing out
the comb in the brood boxes. The bees will
often stop consuming sugar syrup if there is a
good nectar flow going on. Once you add a
honey super, STOP feeding. Sugar syrup does
not turn into honey - it is just bee-processed
sugar syrup. Honey comes only from natural
nectars.

How to tell if there is still a Nectar Flow ?

If you continue to see fresh nectar in the cells
of the comb, there is a nectar flow. Plus, once
it stops you will see decreased activity at the
hive entrance. If your hive is strong (lots of
bees) you likely will see bored bees hanging
out on the entrance and front of the hive. You
also may see a change in the bees' attitude.
Bees often become more defensive during the
nectar dearth. Bored bees can be mean bees.

Enjoy Making Progress

During the first year it is sensible to work with
another experienced beekeeper, and attend
teaching sessions at our Henfold Apiary.

New beekeepers should start with a nucleus in
the Spring and gain confidence as the colony
grows through the first year. There may not be
much honey at the end year, but a lot of good
practice will have been gained.

After the first season you should consider
having at least two colonies, as any problems
can be rectified more easily with resources from
another colony.

adapted and developed from articles courtesy of
Nottinghamshire and Ludlow BKAs
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Bees are also Keen on Recycling photos and explanation by Gill Sentinella

Possibly a rather distant memory at the
moment but during that glorious Summer we
enjoyed last year, the temperature in my shed
rose well above  average and some rendered
and old wax stored there became soft.

It was by chance, late in the day, that I noticed
five or six bees foraging for wax - something I
had seen mentioned on the internet from
warmer countries, but I have never seen here.
Or maybe I never looked !

Some of the bees were very proficient at
loading their pollen baskets, but others
struggled leaving plenty of wasted scraps.

Unfortunately, the bees weren't there for long
as the sun began to go down but I look forward
to another long, hot summer this year so that
I can look out for them again.

Bees loading their
‘pollen’ baskets

A new beekeeping
experience ?

Wax recycling

 Events News

A fine selection of members gathered in the Grumpy Mole restaurant, Brockham, on the 15th

February to help usher in Spring and hopefully drive away at least some of those storm clouds.
To compliment the company and conversation, a jolly good meal was also enjoyed by all.

Thanks go to Andrew Buchanan for once again organising the sixth of what has become an
established annual event. And thanks also to the Grumpy Mole, for providing a great new venue.

Spring Lunch launches our beekeeping year report by Richard Bradfield

  Members News

March Modules

We wish all the Reigate
Beekeepers who are sitting

Module exams in March
every success.

The Reigate Beekeepers’
Knowledge Base is a great

source for module preparation. Over
30 Beekeeping topics explained and
illustrated in bite sized articles. All

just one click away.

http://rbkbblog.com/knowledge-base/index/
http://rbkbblog.com/knowledge-base/index/
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 Equipment News

As already announced on the website, this
years Reigate Beekeepers’ Auction of Bees &
Beekeeping Equipment will be held at our
Mickleham Apiary on the 3rd May. (click here)
Organiser and Auctioneer - Andy Robinson -
has finalised the Sellers Registration and
Terms & Conditions Forms.

They are now available to be downloaded,
either via the Members website (click here) or
via the Auction notice on our Public website
www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk

There are two versions of the registration form
available to access. An ‘electronic’ version
allows you to access and fill in the Word
Document directly from your keyboard and then
save and send to Andy by email. A second
version is a simple Word document that can be
downloaded, printed, filled-in by hand and
posted to Andy. The address is on the form.

So … Is there Cash in Your Bee Shed ?
If you have any spare equipment that deserves
another life … put it into the auction. The Sellers
and T&C’s forms explain how you can do this
and how the auction works. And if you are
looking for additional equipment, to
accommodate the anticipated early swarming
activity for example, come along on the day
and bid to pick up a bargain or two.
And whilst there, pop into the adjacent Village
Hall to visit the Paynes’ stand for those other
items you realise by then that are needed;
enjoy the tea, coffee and bacon rolls on sale;
and drop off your samples of bees at the Health
Clinic (click here) that is running on the same
day.

Reigate Auction (and Bee Health Clinic) - Saturday 3rd May

  Horticultural News
The Importance of Ivy to Bees

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

It may damage buildings, overwhelm flower
beds and strangle trees, but it is one of the
most important sources of food for honey bees,
and many other insects such as bumble bees,
social wasps, hover flies, butterflies, and of
course in Southern England the beautiful ivy
bee which we featured in the December edition
of .

Ivy provides most of the pollen and nectar
collected during the Autumn, when honey bee
colonies are trying to build up stores of honey
for the Winter.

Professor Francis Ratnieks and Mihail Garbuzov,
from the Laboratory of Apiculture at the
University of Sussex, studied the waggle dance
and the pollen being brought back. They
discovered that 89% of pollen on the bees was
from ivy and that 80% of the bees were
collecting nectar from ivy. Professor Ratnieks
said “Bees, butterflies and other flying insects
visit the flowers for food in huge numbers. It
is unusual to see a single plant that plays such
an important role over the two months that it
flowers.”

Ivy is a common and widespread native British
plant that flowers in the Autumn. It is the main
autumn source of pollen and nectar for flower-
visiting insects. Flowers are only produced on
mature ivy, which has oval leaves. The well-
known five pointed leaves are found on
immature ivy, which does not have flowers. The
flowers are not showy, and many people are
unaware that ivy even has flowers.

Managing ivy is contentious. Perhaps it should
be cut out of trees, but with consideration for
the many insects it supports left in hedgerows.

courtesy of ebees and Sussex University

Photo source - www.geograph.ork.uk

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

http://rbkbblog.com/2014/01/28/reigate-beekeepers-auction-of-bees-beekeeping-equipment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/01/28/reigate-beekeepers-auction-of-bees-beekeeping-equipment/
http://www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/02/19/spring-bee-health-clinic-3rd-may/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
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 About those Other Bees an occasional feature looking at the honey bees’ cousins

Asian Migrating Bees
This month we feature a bee photographed in
India, which although a honey bee, has very
different behaviour to our honey bees.

The giant honey bees (Apis dorsata) of
southern Asia where they range through
southern Asia from Pakistan to Indonesia, are
vital honey producers and pollinators of
cultivated crops and wild plants.

They do not remain in a single nest and are
known to migrate seasonally up to 200 km.
They may migrate more than once each year.

Neither do they have closed nests. They are
open air nesting as illustrated by the photos
below and opposite which shows them
clustering over their exposed comb.

Though details vary with region, colonies
typically live in lofty communal nest sites of
≈20–100 colonies at  relatively high elevation
(>1,000 m) during the dry season. There they
build ≈1.5 m diameter single wax combs.

As forage decreases toward the end of the
season, colonies abandon their combs and
migrate to lower elevations, establishing new
nests there for the mass flowering of the
monsoon season. Studies indicate that
returning colonies are faithful to original nesting
sites after many months or even years away.

The colonies grow quickly and reproduce by
swarming. DNA  studies have shown that the
same swarms return to their natal nesting sites.

In some colonies, so many bees swarm out,
that those remaining in the maternal colonies
do not cover the combs. After the rest of the
brood emerge, all the bees of these colonies
abscond during the swarming period.

The swarms do not migrate directly to the
seasonal alternative nesting sites, but establish
new colonies in the surrounding area. After
environmental conditions deteriorate, all the
bees with their queens abscond and migrate to
alternate seasonal nesting sites.

The next season, the swarms do not return to
their original reproductive natal sites, but to
those sites they occupied during the previous
season before migrating.

Graham Pooley

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

http://rbkbblog.com/2013/12/28/febraury-2014-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/12/28/febraury-2014-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/12/28/febraury-2014-beenews-comment/
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DIY Suggestion
Making your own is

fun and saves money

  DIY Suggestions & Tips

Easy Bee Sampling Kit

Our early season Microscopy Clinic, which is run
so that members can check their bees for
acarine and nosema, will be held on 3rd May
click here. So now is the time to prepare the
kit that you will need, and plan how you will
take samples of bees from your hives.

A sample size of approximately thirty bees is
usually sufficient. The following photographs
illustrate how a very simple sampling kit can
be made from an old plastic drinks bottle. This
will make an ideal ‘funnel’ to direct bees leaving
your hive entrance, and capture them in a
plastic bag.

It is important to remember that a sample of
adult bees should be taken to test for acarine
and nosema. These are adult bee diseases and
consequently it is more likely older bees will be
infected. Foraging bees can be captured as they
leave the hive entrance - a sharp tap on the
hive will encourage them to leave.

However, some researchers suggest that
sampling foraging bees leaving the hive
entrance may not give an accurate count of any
disease infection within the colony in general.

So-called ‘peripheral’ sampling may be
preferred, where samples are taken from under
the lid or from an outside comb, which should
contain mid-aged or older bees.

Young bees are not keen on the light and will
gather towards the centre of the brood nest.
Older bees occupy the outer frames, along with
the returning foragers; therefore the first
frames from the outer walls will be the best
place to take a sample.

A good approach to do this is to use the large
matchbox method.

● Open the matchbox and hold it against the
frame.

● Gently run it across the frame and close it
before removing the matchbox.

● Place the matchbox in a freezer to kill the
bees. Do not leave them in there too long,
dissecting squashy bees is difficult and not
much fun.

Remember and beware - do not use the
matchbox to capture bees anywhere near the
queen, in case of mistakes !

A further alternative is to collect sick or freshly
dead bees from the ground around the hive
entrance, and from the landing board. Also
returning foragers may be captured as they
walk along the landing board, if you briefly
close the hive entrance.

Neither of these methods are as good, or as
easy as the funnel and bag method, or the
matchbox method.

Photos source - Dennis Chow

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

http://rbkbblog.com/2014/02/19/spring-bee-health-clinic-3rd-may/ 
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/03/03/march-2014-beenews/
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  Website News

 Getting Henfold ready for Summer
The Henfold Copse Apiary
needs to be readied for the
2014 Summer  Season …

Can You Help?
On Saturday 15th March, from

10.00am until 1.00pm teams of
members will be carrying out the

following tasks: …

Meridian BKA invite to a Lecture
Meridian Beekeepers Association

invite you to an Open Lecture

At the Roman Catholic Church Hall,
Our Lady Queen of Apostles. Martin
Street. Bishops Waltham, SO32 1DN

Dr Jay Evans will present his talk on Beenomics:
Tools for understanding and improving bee health.

Has Spring arrived?
Well, it all depends who you
listen to. The Met Office say it
starts on March 1st, Wikipedia
says it’s the Spring Equinox

(March 20, 2014). Others say... It’s really when the
first daffodils bloom (by late Feb this year).
One thing is for sure....The beekeeping season
definitely starts in March!

All New Items on the Members Website
The Members website is regularly updated and added too. If you have not visited the site and
browsed since the last  was published, these are some items that may be new to you.

Catch-up now … click on the items to view in full.

To help towards that aim, it is requested that a few simple
principles of etiquette and advice are followed by all
members.

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and
NEXT BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !website

We are now in a critical phase,
colony populations are at their
lowest and most of the bees in the
hive will be old bees that have
over-wintered.

These old bees will not survive very far into the Spring.
Food and minimum disturbance are the key aspects to
consider…

March Tips Checklist

The February Winter Meeting at
Woodhatch was the occasion for
a fun way to learn something new
about beekeeping.

Four different and diverse topics were
explained, each in four repeated 10

minute presentations, to groups of 6 to 7 members.

Carousel ‘Speed’ Learning - a Hit

The Reigate Members Spring Bee
Health Clinic will once again operate
from the Mickleham Community Centre
during Saturday the 3rd May 2014.

This will provide a perfect opportunity for you to have
your bees checked for Nosema and is a useful tool in
bee health management.

Spring Bee Health Clinic - 3rd May

March in the Apiary

Visiting Henfold Copse - procedures
Throughout the Summer Season,
it is intended that as many
members and visitors as possible
take advantage of Reigate
Beekeeper’s Teaching Apiary at
Henfold Copse.

A meeting, in two sessions, has been
arranged by Andrew Cornwall –
Education Co-ordinator, to present
and discuss Hive Tutor & Mentoring
plans, and to explore study

requirements for Improvers (beyond The Basic).
Both sessions are open to all Reigate Beekeepers
members, as proposed in Andrew’s earlier message…

Training: Pre-Season Meet 19th March
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